Lesson 15.1  Principal Parts of Verbs  

**FOCUS**
Objective: To identify the principal parts of verbs and their uses

Bellringer, TWE p. 581

**TEACH**
Grammar Tip, TWE p. 581

**PRACTICE AND ASSESS**
Answers: Exercise 1, TWE p. 581

Additional Resources
Bellringer Activities Transparencies
Daily Language Practice Transparencies
Grammar Reteaching, p. 25
Grammar Workbook, Lesson 36

**CLOSE**
Close activity, TWE p. 581

Lesson 15.2  Regular and Irregular Verbs  

**FOCUS**
Objectives: To identify the forms of regular and irregular verbs; to use them correctly

Bellringer and Motivating Activity, TWE p. 582

**TEACH**
Cross-reference: Troubleshooter, TWE p. 582
Cross-reference: Grammar, TWE p. 582
Cross-reference: Writing, TWE p. 583
Two-Minute Skill Drill, TWE p. 583
English Language Learners, TWE p. 583
Enrichment and Extension, L1, TWE p. 584
English Language Learners, TWE p. 585

**PRACTICE AND ASSESS**
Answers: Exercises 2, 3, and 4, TWE pp. 584–585

Additional Resources
Bellringer Activities Transparencies
Daily Language Practice Transparencies
Two-Minute Skill Drill Transparencies
Grammar Practice, p. 25
Grammar Enrichment, p. 25
Grammar Workbook, Lessons 36–37

**CLOSE**
Close activity, TWE p. 585
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Lesson 15.3  Tenses of Verbs SE/TWE pp. 586–588

FOCUS
Objective: To identify and use the past, present, and future tenses

Bellringer and Motivating Activity, TWE p. 586

TEACH
Teaching Tip, TWE p. 586
English Language Learners, TWE p. 587
Teaching Tip, TWE p. 587
Cross-reference: Listening and Speaking,
TWE p. 587
Grammar Tip, TWE p. 588

PRACTICE AND ASSESS
Answers: Exercises 5, 6, 7, and 8,
TWE pp. 587–588

Additional Resources
Bellringer Activities Transparencies
Daily Language Practice Transparencies
Grammar Enrichment, p. 25
Grammar Workbook, Lesson 38

CLOSE
Close activity, TWE p. 588

Lesson 15.4  Perfect Tenses SE/TWE pp. 589–591

FOCUS
Objective: To use the perfect tenses appropriately

Bellringer, TWE p. 589

TEACH
Grammar Tip, TWE p. 589
Teaching Tips, TWE p. 590
Two-Minute Skill Drill, TWE p. 590
Learning Disabled, TWE p. 590
Enrichment and Extension, TWE p. 591

PRACTICE AND ASSESS
Answers: Exercises 9, 10, 11, and 12,
TWE pp. 589–591

Additional Resources
Bellringer Activities Transparencies
Daily Language Practice Transparencies
Two-Minute Skill Drill Transparencies
Grammar Practice, p. 26
Grammar Reteaching, p. 26
Grammar Workbook, Lesson 39

CLOSE
Close activity, TWE p. 591
Lesson 15.5  Progressive and Emphatic Forms  *SE/TWE* pp. 592–593

**FOCUS**
Objective: To identify and use the progressive and emphatic verb forms

___ Bellringer, TWE p. 592

**TEACH**
___ Listening and Speaking, TWE p. 592
___ English Language Learners, TWE p. 593

**PRACTICE AND ASSESS**
___ Answers: Exercises 13, 14, and 15, TWE pp. 592–593

**Additional Resources**
___ Bellringer Activities Transparencies
___ Daily Language Practice Transparencies
___ Grammar Enrichment, p. 28
___ Grammar Workbook, Lesson 41

**CLOSE**
___ Close activity, TWE p. 593

Lesson 15.6  Compatibility of Tenses  *SE/TWE* pp. 594–595

**FOCUS**
Objectives: To identify verb tenses; to use verbs that are compatible within sentences

___ Bellringer and Motivating Activity, TWE p. 594

**TEACH**
___ Grammar Tip, TWE p. 594
___ English Language Learners, TWE p. 595

**PRACTICE AND ASSESS**
___ Answers: Exercises 16 and 17, TWE pp. 594–595

**Additional Resources**
___ Bellringer Activities Transparencies
___ Daily Language Practice Transparencies
___ Grammar Enrichment, pp. 26–27
___ Grammar Workbook, Lesson 42

**CLOSE**
___ Close activity, TWE p. 595
Lesson Plan

Lesson 15.7 Voice of Verbs SE/TWE pp. 596–597

FOCUS
Objective: To identify and appropriately use the active and passive voices

Bellringer, TWE p. 596

TEACH
Teaching Tip, TWE p. 596
English Language Learners, TWE p. 597

PRACTICE AND ASSESS
Answers: Exercises 18, 19, and 20, TWE pp. 596–597

Additional Resources
Bellringer Activities Transparencies
Daily Language Practice Transparencies
Grammar Practice, p. 27
Grammar Reteaching, p. 27
Grammar Workbook, Lesson 43

CLOSE
Close activity, TWE p. 597

Unit 15 Grammar Review SE/TWE pp. 598–606

TEACH
About the Literature, TWE p. 598
Linking Grammar and Literature, TWE p. 598
Teaching Tip, TWE p. 598
Critical Thinking, TWE p. 598
Listening and Speaking, TWE p. 598
Viewing the Art, TWE p. 605

PRACTICE AND ASSESS
Answers: Exercises 1–9, TWE pp. 600–606

Additional Resources
Grammar Workbook, Lessons 36–43;
Unit 6 Review; Cumulative Review:
Units 1–6

CLOSE
Close activity, TWE p. 607

Assessment Options
Tests with Answer Key & Rubrics
Unit 15 Mastery Test, pp. 53–54
Testmaker
Unit 15 Mastery Test
MindJogger Videoquizzes
Interactive Tutor:
Self-Assessment, Unit 15

Writing Application p. 607
Verbs in Writing, TWE p. 607
Techniques with Verbs, TWE p. 607
Practice, TWE p. 607